workshops
thursday
1pm
Wollongong Conservatorium of Music
and Wollongong City Council Presents:
All in Jam: An open music Jam with
Con Musicians and Music Therapists
Location: Arts Precinct Lawn

4pm
Interchange Illawarra Presents:
Inside my head: A practical and guided insight
into the mind of a person with Autism and
understanding the world from a sensory perspective
Location: Starts in IMB Foyer

5pm
Blue Rose Team Presents:
Groove is in the Heart: A practical, open
and interactive movement Jam
Location: IMB Stage

6pm
Wollongong City Council Presents:
Access All Areas: We talk artistic collaborations
and opportunities for people of all abilities
Location: IMB Foyer

friday
10:30am
The Flagstaff Group and Bus Stop Films Present:
“Lights, Camera, Action” - A practical filmmaking
workshop involving interactive film skills and
performance activities for all abilities
Location: IMB Foyer

11:30am
Melissa Smith Presents:
We Dream Big: We talk Inclusive Education
Location: IMB Foyer

12:30pm
The Cram Foundation Presents:
Sensory Environments: We talk creating your
own sensory environments
Location: IMB Foyer
* Limited places are available for some workshops.
For more information and to register for a workshop
visit merrigong.com.au/shows/blue-rose

parking & drop off zone
As accessible parking in the area is limited a drop
off zone will be available during operation hours
at the rear of the Town Hall. Please enter via Town
Hall Pl and exit on the Art Gallery side of Burelli St.
Volunteers will be on site to help visitors and
direct vehicles. Limited permit parking spaces for
Wheelchair Buses will be available at the parking
lot at 13 Stewart St .
Volunteers will be on site to help visitors and direct
vehicles and limited parking permits for Wheelchair
Buses will be provided.
For further information and enquires
visit merrigong.com.au/shows/blue-rose
Or contact Phillip Crawford
at phillip@be.org.au or 0427 697 173

Free Public Event
Illawarra Performing Arts Centre
13th & 14th September 2018
A free, interactive sensory
film installation for all abilities
and all ages.

Interactive
Sensory
Installation

Welcome Room

Enchanted Forest

Location: IMB Foyer
This is your first stop on the Blue Rose experience. Here the
Blue Rose team will greet you. Our friendly team are here
to help guide you through the installation, answer all your
questions, customise rooms to better suit your needs and
foster interactions and conversations. The welcome room is
a light, open space. You can sit at the table and take in the
delicious aromas of the space. Draw and colour on the
table and maybe even make new friends.

Location: Bob Peet Studio
Enter into a calming digital and tactile forest. Relax inside your
very own cocoon with 360 projections, as a soothing soundscape
plays into the room. Our volunteers will bring you a bounty
of objects to touch and feel to stimulate your senses. Soft,
smooth, cool, rough; things that crackle and crunch and things
that slip and flow. Or help yourself to objects hanging from the
soft branches of the willow trees that encircle the indoor grotto.
This space can be modified for people with light sensitive
epilepsy. Please inform staff or volunteers and we will make sure
projections are off and lighting is still and low before you enter
the space.

Backstage
Corridor

Shadows
Location: VOM 1
This room is all about cause and effect. From the
moment you enter, your shadow will play on the walls.
Video material on a suspended screen reacts to your
touch: From a still pond comes a ripple of water, slow
moving leaves are picked up by the wind, clouds sweep
across the sky, all at your command.

IMB Stage

Echo Floor/Silent Disco
Location: IMB Stage
The Echo Floor is like a technicolour
swimming pool. As you move across
the space, your shadow creates an
echo that leaves spectacular
rainbows in your wake. If you choose,
you can also use one of the wireless
headsets to bring music to your
movements

Bob Peet
Studio

VOM
1

Auditorium

VOM
2

Beatdice
Location: VOM 2
Be the band with Beatdice. Using the illuminated cubes
you can build a light sculpture. Each cube controls part
of the music. Rearranging the sculpture rearranges the
song. The cubes are embossed on each side with dice
like patterns so they are accessible for those with low
vision. Beatdice empowers everyone to participate in
a musical collaboration regardless of your physical skill
with an instrument.

Cinema Cubby
IMB Foyer
Spaceship
Location: IMB Stage
Come aboard the SS Rose! At the entrance, the crew will
greet you and direct you to the wheelchair accessible
spaceship cockpit with room for your co-pilot! Use buttons
and leavers to zoom across the galaxy, trigger sounds and
even make the jump to hyperspace and feel the “whoosh”
of air as you are propelled to light-speed.

START HERE

*All spaces can be modified to suit individual needs. If you feel
like you or someone you are with would enjoy a space, but are
concerned about the levels of noise, light or movement. Please
talk to our staff and volunteers and we will endeavour to make
sure you get the most out of the Blue Rose experience.

Location: IMB Foyer
As you enter the IMB Foyer, you’ll find it very hard to miss
the colourful Cinema Cubby House. Like a giant rainbow
igloo, the Cubby is set up for a small audience to watch
short films that have been produced by and with people
of all abilities. Documentaries, dramas and comedies will
play throughout the day. Pop-in for a lucky-dip of stories.

Outdoor chill out space
Need to pop out? Get some air? Be in an open space?
Come and chill out near the arts precinct. Bring a picnic
and relax in the shade.

